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PROJECT

OASIS

CONNECTION

All of us who work, play or
socialize at the Roundhouse
will be active participants in
an evolving project to find new
and creative ways to integrate
the arts, community, culture
and sport.

The Roundhouse is located in
the center of one of the largest
urban experiments in history,
transforming a few hundred
acres of mostly vacant lots
into one of North America’s
most dense and diverse urban
sites. The Roundhouse will
be an oasis in the center of
this dynamic mix, enabling
people to use their creativity
and energy (at whatever level)
to rejuvenate themselves and
to be better equipped to face
the blizzard of challenges and
opportunities around them.

The Roundhouse exists to
identify and serve the needs of
widely divergent communities.
To do this, the Roundhouse
must reach out to the places
and situations where those
communities feel comfortable.
These relationships will grow
into Roundhouse programs
through sponsorships,
partnerships and our own
productions.

THE ROUNDHOUSE
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SUPERVISOR’S REPORT

KATHRYN SWEETAPPLE
Supervisor
Arts and Recreation Services

The 2019-2020 started out as it always has, full of new and exciting
events, programs and arts performances. In true form, the staff
team, alongside the Roundhouse Board members, worked hard to
ensure the Roundhouse Community Arts and Recreation Centre
continued to offer high quality programming, arts, and services to
our community.
This year started out with a fabulous range of programs, events
and activities. Our 2019 Summer Daycamps were again the talk of
the town reaching full capacity each week. We saw strong youth
outreach continue through the Summer break, keeping our local
kids engaged. Fall saw some of our usual special events – Diwali,
Halloween, Breakfast with Santa and Winter Solstice – sell out to
an ever growing and changing community, with new programming,
events and new instructors joining the team.
As with everything in life, change was and is inevitable, and the
Roundhouse certainly saw its share this year. I was fortunate to
find myself return to the Roundhouse this past November 2019
after having left five years previous. The staff did not fail to make
my return a positive and supported experience, and both staff and
Board made me feel welcome and again part of the family.
Long time programmer Valerie Ferrar joined the retirement ranks
in October 2019, and although well deserved and earned, she was
an integral part of the team here and her absence was felt greatly,
leaving big shoes to fill. Natalie Vermaas joined the team briefly for
the Fall and Winter to fill those shoes, but sadly left us to pursue a
teaching career full time.
After three years at the Roundhouse, Vittoria Basile, our second
Recreation Programmer, transferred to Hillcrest Community
Centre to expand her experience and work at a larger facility,
and our Special Events Program Assistant Adrianna Teoh left the
Roundhouse to gain valuable experience in the Park Board as an
acting Recreation Programmer at Creekside.
Winter 2020 brought the hopes of new staff, new programs
and events, continuing off a successful Fall. However a global
pandemic had other ideas. Sadly, in response to Vancouver’s State
of Emergency status as a result of the COVID19 Pandemic, the
Roundhouse, along with every community centre in Vancouver
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(and so many other organizations and businesses) saw its doors
closed in the hopes of stopping the spread of the virus. This was
no easy task and it required a joint effort on everyone’s part. I want
to thank my staff team and the Roundhouse Society for managing
this unprecedented situation with professionalism, and support for
staff, board and community.
With all our activities shut down, the remainder of our year was
quite unlike any other. The Roundhouse Community Centre was
used as a temporary homeless shelter from March until June for
those in our city who had no safe place to go during the state of
emergency and pandemic closure. The shelter was managed by
LookOut Society who were both professional and compassionate
with both the shelter guests as well as the needs of the community.
The facility was well taken care of and through the joint effort of
LookOut Society, Vancouver’s Emergency Operations Centre, Park
Board and RHCARS (who provided community feedback), the use
of the facility was managed professionally and responsibly. It was
not without its issues, but again the Roundhouse and Yaletown
community rose to the need of our greater community, and for that
I am exceptionally proud.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our dedicated staff
teams (both Society and Park Board staff), who together have
contributed in so many ways throughout this past year, and all their
struggles to see us succeed through so much adversity.
Thank you to the Roundhouse Community Arts and Recreation
Society Board of Directors for their support and efforts over this
past year to assist our staff in providing the highest quality of
service to our community. As volunteers, their contribution and
continued commitment to the staff, instructors, programs and
community is vital to the success of the Roundhouse. I’d also like
to thank the Roundhouse Advisory Council for their consistent
support and continuity. Specifically, Adam Hunter who’s ongoing
support to the Board and the staff throughought the Covid-19
pandemic has been invaluable. It is a pleasure to work with such a
dedicated group.
I hope the coming year will see us all healthier, safer and stronger.
Stay safe.
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ARTS, CULTURE AND ENGAGEMENT

RESIDENCIES
All Bodies Dance
(a)Mend PROJECT
BC Youth Week
Creative Remix
Deborah’s Gate
Framing History
Frequencies Bell Tower
Residency
Indigenous Women’s Artist
Collective
Roundhouse Ageless Dancers
Roundhouse Community
Dancers
Roundhouse Youth Theatre
Action Group
Sarah Ronald Artist in
Residence
State of the Practice
Sustenance Festival
WINDOW
Words Rising, Birds Rising
Part ll
World Listening Day

Indigenous Woman Artists (IWA) collective presented an
exhibition entitled Under the Salish Moon (Jul 25-Aug 4, 2019),
a weekend art market, and a performance showcase featuring
music in various genres, performance art, and dance. This busy
engagement also included a packed artist reception, short film
screenings, artist talks, and a moving closing artist panel. For some
of the artists, this showcase was their first time speaking on stage
about their work. IWA also presented a series of nine free hands-on
public workshops at the Roundhouse as well as other community
centres and park facilities across Vancouver (Aug – Dec, 2019).
“Our residency at the Roundhouse showcased the artwork of
Indigenous Women Artists members and gave them experience
performing, doing artist talks, and teaching art. The residency also
gave the public a wealth of multimedia experience of contemporary
Indigenous artistic practice. We are so honoured to have had the
chance to interact with the public in this way.” – IWA artist and
project coordinator Haisla Collins
Frequencies was a month long sound exploration residency lead
by Vancouver-based composer and sound artist, George Rahi
running October 24 – November 30, 2019. He invited Roundhouse
visitors and staff, friends and strangers, kids and adults to
strut their compositional abilities for a unique modern day bell
tower installed in the Roundhouse Great Hall. Using a keyboard
interfaced with George’s sound sculpture the public created their
own half hour and hourly chimes for the Frequencies bell tower.
Long after participants left their facilitated recording session, the
bells’ diligent chiming enhanced the Roundhouse soundscape, and
functioned as a reminder of the presence of each unique individual
who came, experienced, and contributed to the space.
From Heather Myers Roundhouse blog post about the project: A
francophone visitor to Roundhouse partner’s Modulus Festival
stopped by after a concert in the Exhibition Hall to check out
George’s exhibit. M. Ceynette created something on the keyboard
and spoke a little with George about his ideas. She described
music as an emotional and sensitive friend, and as a form that
exists beyond language barriers. Poetically, this participant noted
the universality of music, as something that can be loved and
experienced without having particular knowledge of an alphabet or
code.
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ARTS PARTNERS | Ache Brazil, BC Achievement Award, BC
Alliance for Arts and Culture, BeaYOUtiful Foundation, Erasga
Dance, Filipino Music and Art Foundation of BC, Flamenco Rosario,
Group of Five Photographers, Kokoro Dance, Mascall Dance,
Modulus Festival, New Works: Dance Allsorts, PuSh Performing
Arts Festival, Queer Arts Festival, Songbird North, Talking Stick
Festival, The Body Orchestra, Vancouver Outsider Arts Festival,
Vancouver New Music, Vancouver Writers Festival: Incite 2
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COMMUNITY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Roundhouse Community Youth Development continued it’s
momentum from 2018-2019 and celebrated the growth and
successes of all the youth in the Roundhouse neighbourhood.
As we listened to the changing needs of young people in the
community, together we tailored a wide-variety of pre-teen and
youth programs and made sure the voices of youth and our
stakeholders were heard. Below are just a few of the highlights.
In the summer of 2019, the Roundhouse collaborated with seven
community centres to offer weekly outdoor excursions including
hiking the Grouse Grind, sea kayaking, WildPlay Ropes Course,
and an adventure to Cultus Lake Waterpark. Youth participants not
only expressed gratitude and gained an appreciation for nature,
but also found new friendships from outside their usual circle.
This was an important point in the purpose of organizing city-wide
collaborations – to not only encourage youth to step outside of
their comfort zone, but to foster positive relationships and to gain
broader perspectives outside of their own community.
Following the theme of outdoor recreation, the Roundhouse
Runners (our brand new, youth running club) continued throughout
the year as we encouraged youth to stay active and healthy. An
important milestone for this program was the partnership with
RUNVAN for the donation of registration entries for the Fall Classic
5KM event in October. The Roundhouse Runners went to UBC
that day, along with family members, and had a fantastic first-time
experience. Hooked on a runner’s high, we trained for another
event in early March – the Hot Chocolate 5km Run around Stanley
Park. Participants were rewarded with finisher medals for both
events and proudly display their achievements at home.
Thanks to the support of the Arts Programmers, we coordinated
our first youth arts partnership with the highly recommended
Iris Film Collective. In collaboration with our afterschool pre-teen
Make-It Monday program, we hosted two hands-on workshop
– one on scratch animation, and the other on photograms and
rayographs. The pre-teens loved the workshops, and were proud to
view their very own art pieces digitized and projected on the wall of
the Games Room. The Games Room now has a projector installed
permanently for future art installations and for other program
uses.
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Lastly, the Roundhouse Youth Council continued to work hard by
organizing and supporting various events throughout the year.
Their efforts include the following projects and events:
• Roundhouse Fun Fair
• World Children’s Day Celebration
• Halloween Carnival
• Family Day at the Roundhouse
• Fundraiser benefiting the Australian wildfire relief
• DIY Beeswax Food Wrap Workshops
In addition, two of our Youth Council members represented the
Roundhouse Community Centre at the City-Wide Youth Council.
Monthly meetings were held at the Vancouver City Hall, with the
support of Community Youth Workers across the City.
Although the pandemic has made a huge impact across the globe,
it has also proven the resiliency and perseverance of the youth at
the Roundhouse. As we shifted our engagement from in-person to
online, a new Instagram account (@RoundhouseYouth) was created
to better support and connect with young people. The account has
drawn not only youth, but also parents/caregivers, other service
providers, and the general public. This account is now an integral
part of delivering updates and marketing materials related to youth
services.
As always, without the support and input from the Program
Committee and the Roundhouse Board, none of the programs
could be made possible. Thank you to the entire Roundhouse Staff
Team who work tirelessly in making sure our youth are always
welcomed and can call the Roundhouse their safe haven. As well,
a special thank you to all the Roundhouse Youth Staff, who are the
eyes and ears on the front line and delivering top-notch programs
and services. The Roundhouse youth are lucky to have these
wonderful role models.
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PROGRAMMING

CHILDREN

The Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation and the Roundhouse
support new and existing recreation programs that are inclusive,
welcoming and comfortable. This year we were very excited to
offer a wide range of children’s programs cultivating creativity,
sports and fitness, education, and social wellness. In particular,
we partnered with the Canucks Autism Network to offer a free
multisport program for children with autism and their families.
We continued to see increased registration for programs like
karate, Raincity basketball, private music lessons, Sportball, Music
Together, and art classes as well as pre and postnatal classes
including Fit4Two fitness, yoga, Pilates, and parenting workshops.
We strive to offer programming that responds to community
needs, including our Elsie Roy lunch time programs, before and
after school kids club, and daycamps. This year we were able
to offer 18 successful lunch time programs with full or near full
registration including chess, pottery, bricks4 kids, electronics,
basketball, soccer, and kids martial arts. We are also very excited
to introduce a new partnership with Claren academy for our
before and after school kids club. Claren Academy teaches
a uniquely enriched version of the B.C. curriculum to provide
strong fundamentals, while also exposing students to computer
programming, robotics, music & video production, and more. Both
Elsie Roy and Claren academy students have flourished and have
created a great friendship in this ever growing community. For the
Fall and Winter season we had full registration for Pro-D daycmps
with an average of 25 kids, Winter Break daycamps with an average
of 35 kids, and Spring Break daycamps full at 60 kids.
Unfortunately due to the Covid-19 pandemic only the first week
of spring break camp (March 16-20th) was able to run and at very
minimal numbers. All specialty camps and programming running
through spring break to the end of March were cancelled. Spring
and summer programming including the summer daycamps were
also cancelled. We did receive approximately $46,000 from the
Canada summer grant; however, because we weren’t able to offer
summer daycamps, we redirected approximately $22,000 towards
staffing for the after school kids club, youth homework club and
games room programming for the 2020-2021 Fall and Winter
season.
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PROGRAMMING

ADULT

The Roundhouse programmers make every effort to offer fun,
fresh and exciting programs by reviewing program proposals from
the community each season. This year we added some great new
programs like weaving cedar, acrylic paint pouring workshops,
salsa and argentine tango classes as well as educational
workshops on dental hygiene, photography, and earthquake
preparedness.
Adult sports have continued to thrive in both registration and
drop-ins. Basketball, soccer, volleyball, ball hockey, and wheelchair
floorball are among the most popular. We also saw high registration
in tai chi chuan, dog obedience, and Zumba. We also continued to
offer Jazz in the Mews every Saturday and some Sundays featuring
free local musicians on our foyer stage.
Pottery classes continued to be a huge success with 5 full classes
in the fall and 4 full classes in the winter. Woodworking, especially
woodworking level 1 and hand tools were hugely popular with 16 full
classes in the Fall and 17 full to nearly full classes in the Winter.
Unfortunately, due to Covid-19 closures we had to cancel all
programming past March 17 for the Winter season and any of the
programming set to run in the Spring and Summer season.
A big thank you to Val Ferrar who retired as the adult programmer
here at the Roundhouse. Her sense of humour and infectious
character will be greatly missed. Also, a thank you to Natalie
Vermaas who worked very hard to add new and fresh programming
during her short time here. We wish her the best of luck in her new
teaching venture.
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OLDER ADULT

The Roundhouse continues to the center of gathering for older
adults in the Yaletown neighbourhood and in the Lower Mainland.
Our programs cover a large spectrum: from arts to recreation
to social gathering. This past December we celebrated our 17th
annual holiday lunch and dance. Recreation is also a major focus
with our seniors especially seniors racquet sports. We offer table
tennis, badminton and pickle ball.
When it comes to arts programming, we are on the cutting edge
for our workshops and classes. Cedar Weaving and Chinese
Calligraphy are two examples of well-attended classes. Rainbow
Roundtable, our LGBTQ2S meet up group, moved into its second
year of classes and was well supported by our community and
its businesses. Working with the Arts and Health team, the
Roundhouse Choir continue to meet during the closure via a
virtual platform. We were able to over come technical difficulties
and create and record a wonderful piece which can be found on
YouTube. https://youtu.be/wM7Weu_lLys
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VOLUNTEERS

The Roundhouse has recorded over 3300 volunteer hours by
our constantly growing team of 200 dedicated volunteers. Our
volunteers are an essential part of our every day in this community.
The volunteers dedicate their time in various activities and
programs throughout the centre on a daily basis. From operating
Engine 374 to taking minutes at committee meetings, leading
pickle ball, ushering for performances to supporting our staff
in programs and special events – this team contributes to the
success that the Roundhouse is today.
Events that were greatly impacted by our volunteer team included
Winter Solstice, Diwali, Music on Main, Dance Allsorts, Portobello
Market and many more. An impressive stat from last year is the
addition of the youth council as well as the increase of youth
volunteers for our in-house special events including Halloween,
Pumpkin Carving, Breakfast with Santa and the Roundhouse Kids
Movies. We are thankful for a very organized online system, an
easy to navigate website to help the application process, the sign
up process, and the documentation of hours.
The annual volunteer appreciation dinner was held on Tuesday
December 17, 2019 and was a HUGE success as a holiday party. It
was attended by 75 volunteers and led by Roundhouse staff. The
full turkey dinner was a great success and Chico, our musical guest
sparked a fun loving, high energy dance party! Each volunteer
was given a hand-poured holiday ornament created by former
recreation programmer Val Ferrar. Feedback received by the
Volunteer Coordinator said that “it was the most fun they have had
in a long time.”
The Volunteer Coordinator also manages five of our key arts and
culture partnerships. The five partnerships include; International
Day of Disabilities, Songbird North, Vancouver Asian Canadian
Theatre, Reel to Real and Dance Allsorts.
Unfortunately, we saw a decrease in volunteer numbers this year.
We believe that this is due to the cancellation of all events, and
programs due to Covid-19. We hope to re-build our volunteer roster
when we are able to reopen our performance centre, exhibition hall
and reinstate events.
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COMMUNICATIONS

“It was the best of times; it was the worst of times...” Charles
Dickens’ iconic opening lines to a Tale of Two Cities rather neatly
sums up this past year. The Roundhouse was charging ahead
full-steam, providing space and services to the community for
relaxation, health, well-being and stimulation. So many changes
and improvements were in process, and we were all energized
excited for the coming months.
And then, like a lightning strike, we were suddenly on the other
side. The week of March 16 saw the Roundhouse very quickly
planning a complete shutdown of all services by the end of the
week. With the rest of the world, we abruptly changed direction,
quickly adapting to an at home, online existence. By the end of
June, we were starting to look toward the possibility of opening up
again for the Fall season, but every day was fraught with change
and uncertainty.
Of note for Communications, we started to create our brand-new
wesbite – a complete overhaul of our aging, out-of-date site. The
work continued even as the Roundhouse stopped operating. As it
turns out, web agencies are quite used to working remotely, much
to our benefit. We look forward to patrons taking advantage of the
many improvements the new site will bring to their connection with
the Roundhouse.
The best that comes from great difficulty is seeing the amazing
response of our staff, Board, instructors, volunteers, and patrons.
We can celebrate the resilience, love and compassion the
Roundhouse community has for each other. Let us seek to keep
each other safe and secure in these trying times, and look forward
to a future where we can, once more, hug each other with abandon.
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PRODUCTION

RENTAL EVENTS
NON-PROFIT

Chrome & Cocktails
Portobello Market
Gymnastic BC
Celebration and AGM
BC Achievement Awards
The Step
Barry Greenfield Concert
UBC Alumni Event
Lions Gate Montessori Winter
Party
NA New Years Eve
Schmoozapalooza
Vancouver Small Business
Expo
Talent Day Feb 2020
Spark FX
City of Vancouver Water AGM
and Sewer AGM
We Scrum as One
PRIVATE

Pay By Phone Nov 2019
LMS 1725 AGM
Celebration of Life
Tech Vancouver #14, 15, 16, & 17
UGM Staff Post Christmas Party
Translink 2020 Private
ivivva Community Event
Celebration of Life
COMMERCIAL

Vancouver Holiday
Bazaar Kung Fu Film Shoot

What a year! Despite the obstacles brought about by the pandemic
in the second half of the fiscal year, net rental revenue for notfor-profit and private bookings increased by 32%. Roundhouse
equipment rentals and ability to offer rooms previously booked but
cancelled contributed much to the increase.
Despite being closed for events for 230 days in the fiscal year, we
were still able to host 99 days of events, starting with the Modulus
Festival in November 2019. The Rental Coordinator consistently
books rentals to a mix of non-profit and private events with a few
commercial events making their way in as well.
Production Team Highlights of the Year:
The Step: In November 2019, we hosted ‘The Step,’ an interactive
event. They created a safe space for those dealing with depression
to help members heal themselves, including storytelling, showcase
healing modalities, a Q & A, and audience participation.
NA New Years Eve: After a one-year hiatus we were happy to
welcome back the NA New Years Eve party in 2019, with 600+
attendees at a safe and fun event.
Tech Vancouver and BC Jobs: We continued our relationships
with these two great organizations, hosting four events.
Facility Updates and Maintenance:
This year we worked with Telus to install a hardline and wireless
internet system dedicated to the use of rentals, partnerships and
residencies. There is a fee attached to the use of the internet so it’s
self sustaining.
We have an on going leak in the roof above the kitchen. City of
Vancouver spent 5 days repairing the roof in January 2020.
We started tech maintenance (lighting, sound and AV) in March
and hope to finish by the end of 2020.
The biannual stage deck repair was completed in March.
Looking to the future, we are most excited that there has been
approval to replace the barn doors in the Exhibition Hall and
Performance Centre facing the Turntable Plaza. We hope the work
will commence in 2021.
Thank you to our tech, front of house and front desk staff, who
work tirelessly to support our programs, partnerships, rentals and
residencies.
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PARK BOARD

SOCIETY

STAFF

Park Board Liaison
Dave Demers

President
Andrew Dilts

Supervisor
Kathryn Sweetapple

Director of Recreation
Daisy Chin

Treasurer
James Painter

Coordinator, ACE
Marie Lopes

Secretary
Andrea Han

Arts Programmers
DB Boyko
Sarah Cavanaugh
Hilary Davis [acting]

Directors (Current)
Simma Bakare
Lynsey Gaudin
Sukhi Ghuman
Joseph Heald
Julie Kim
Adrian Mitescu
James Painter
Joanne Remillard

Community Youth Worker
Sally Chan
Recreation Programmers
Natalie Vermaas
Diana VanderVeen
Silvia Rubino [acting]

Directors (Past)
Arlene Chamulak
Daniela Chimisso dos Santos
Gillian Crouch
Mark Haney
David Jensen
Steve Jones
Elle Marsh
Sabrina Royer

Volunteer Coordinator
Silvia Rubino

Advisory Council
Elizabeth Snow, Chair
Leslie Adams
Ingrid Alderson
Brent Belsher
Blake Chersinoff
Robert Dewey
Craig Giles
Adam Hunter
Joslin Kobylka
Sarah Muff

Production Coordinator
Kayce Honey

Technical Director /
Production Manager
Annie Cavanagh
Production Administrator
Maria Rita Castillo

Rental Coordinator
Laura MacKay
Communications Coordinator
Hanne Lene Dalgleish
Communications Assistant
Catrina Longmuir

Setty Pendakur
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	Interested in joining the
Roundhouse Society board
of directors or committees?
	Contact Adrian Mitescu at
president@roundhouse.ca
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